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FROM THE CHAIR
As the new chair ofMAGERT I would like to thank Margaret Brill for a very
successful year as chair. It was an event filled year and Margaret handled
MAGERT business with aplomb.
MAGERT meetings and programs attracted numerous participants despite the
lower attendance overall at the 1996 ALA Annual Conference in New York. The
program on digitizing maps drew a large and diverse audience. Likewise, the GIS
discussion was well attended and the conversation lively. Margaret Brill and
Martana Rybnicek of MapLink organized the Friday evening reception.
Thanks to
MapLink for sponsoring the event. Also, special thanks to Earl Brill for logistical

support and generally making sure everything

went smoothly.

Congratulations to the recipient of the MAGERT Honors Award for 1996 Robert
Karrow of the Newberry Library in Chicago. More congratulations to Karl
Longstreth and Steve Rogers the new chair-elect and treasurer, respectively.

,
The 1997 ALA Midwinter meeting will be held in Washington, DC. The joint
MAGERT - GODORThotel will be the Carlyle Suites on New Hampshire Avenue.
Susan Tulis is handling local arrangements for both round tables. Please see the
announcement later in this issue for more information.
The 1997 Annual Conference will be located in San Francisco and I welcome
volunteers to help with local arrangements.
--Melissa Lamont
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NEW MAGERT OFFICERS
The MAGERTNominating
Committee is pleased to announce the results of the
elections for MAGERT officers. The winners are Karl Longstreth (Vice-Chair/

Chair-Elect) and Steven Rogers (Treasurer). Continuing officers are Melissa
Lamont (Chair), Margaret
congratulations to all!

Brill (Past Chair), and John Stevenson (Secretary).

Our

We lonk forward to an exciting year in MAGERT.

MAGERT HONORS A WARD WINNER
The MAGERT Honors Committee is pleased to announce that Robert Karrow of
the Newberry Library

is the recipient of the 1996 MAGERT Honors Award,

based

on his long record of contributions to the profession.
Bob has a bachelor's degree in English from the University of WisconsinMilwaukee (1968). After completing an M.S.L.S. from the University of
Wisconsin-Madison
in 1971, he began working at the Newberry Library in Chicago
as a Map Cataloger.
Four years later he was named Curator of Maps. Since 1989
Bob has held the title of Administrative Curator of Special Collections and Curator
of Maps.

Bob is the author of numerous articles and book reviews and served as the general
editor for the Checklist of Printed Maps of the Middle West (1981-1983).
His
Mapmakers of the Sixteenth Centuryand Their Maps was published in 1993.
Bob is a long-term member of ALA and has been a member ofMAGERT since its
founding in 1980.

MAGERT/GODORT
The 1997 ALA Midwinter

HOTEL

Conference MAGERT/GODORT

Hotel will be:

Carlyle Suites Hotel
1731 New Hampshire Avenue NW
Washington DC 20009
The hotel is located in Dupont Circle, approximately
Metro stop.

21/2 blocks from the Dupont
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ON THE CATALOGING/CATALOGUING
FRONT
MAGERT

Cataloging and Classification

Committee meeting -- July 7,1996.

The meeting began with Chair Betsy Mangan noting that there are currently 6
standing members on the committee and 4 regular members. Betsy is interested in
recruiting new members who are active map catalogers. Betsy's term as Chair of
the Committee is ending. A volunteer has contacted Betsy about succeeding her as
Chair.

The MARBI Report was delivered by Susan Moore. As MARBI had not
completed

their deliberations when the Cataloging and Classification

Committee

met on Sunday morning, Susan did not report the results ofMARBI' s discussions.
These were provided after the conclusion of the conference and are reported
below. Susan reported on the following items of interest to map catalogers.
Discussion Paper 95: Enhancements to Field 007 (Map) for Remote-Sensing
Images in the Bibliographic and Holdings Formats. This has been discussed in
these pages before. It was originally scheduled to come before MAREI as a
proposal (proposal 9689),but was changed back to a discussion paper because of a
conflict with Canadian MARC formal. The position for type of satellite in the
CANfMARC 007 is a two-character code, versus the one character proposed in
this discussion paper. Sincethe USMARC/CANMARC harmonization proposal is
being discussed at this meeting, it was decided to postpone submission of the 007
expansion proposal until that proposal had been decided on. There had also been a
suggestion from RLG to create a separate 007 for remote sensing, as has already
been done for globes. This would solve the problem of having to specify "for
remote sensing" for each of the new positions. A new proposal will be drafted and
discussed at Mid-Winter.
Proposal 96-8: CANIMARC Changes for MARC Format Alignment. This is the
first step in the process of MARC format harmonization. Once CANfMARC and
USMARC are brought intoalignment, the changes needed for the hannonizationof
UKMARC will be discussed, beginning in June 1997. Several points in tbe
proposal are important to map cataloging. The biggest change involves the fixed
field codes for Prime Meridian. USMARC currently provides 7 prime meridian
codes, while in CANIMARC there are 39 codes occupying two positions in the
fixed field (positions 24 and 25). Canada was originally proposing that the
USMARC position for Prime Meridian (24) be merged with the position for Type
of Cartographic Material (25), to bring the two formats into alignment. This would,
of course. eliminate the code for material type. In order to assess the value of
expanding the prime meridian code to two positions, the Library of Congress
base line 17(4): 6

analyzed the 324 records in their system with the prime meridian code ofz for
"other." Twenty-three
different prime meridians were found, II of which are not
on the CAN/MARC
list. Since any line of longitude can be used as a prime
meridian, the possible nurnber ofvalues for this code is almost infinite. Thus, even
a two-character code could eventually prove insufficient. The code was originally
created in the late 19605, when coded fields were thought to he more easily
searchable than variable fields. Following discussions, the Library of Congress
and the National Archives of Canada (the national level library responsible for
map cataloging) agreed to recommend that coding of the prime meridian be
abandoned. So the proposal before MARBI was to make the fixed field position
for Prime Meridian obsolete and maintain the current codes for Type of
Cartographic Material.
This proposal was approved.
The other map related aspects ofthe CAN/MARC

proposal were as follows:

In the 007 field for globes, positioo I, add two additional values for "lunar globe"
and "unknown"; approved.
In the 007 fields for all material types, remove
reproduction; approved.

all coding for original versus

In the fixed field for maps, positions 18-21 (Relief), change the definition of code c
from "gradient tints" to "gradient tints/bathymetric
tints" and add code m for "rock
drawings"; approved.
In the fixed field for maps, positions 22-23 (Projection) the proposal included two
options. Option I, to add codes for "other specific projection" under azimuthal,
cylindrical, and conic groupings, and also to add codes for Chamberlin trimetric
and Lambert conformal projections. This option was approved. (Option 2 was to
add the above codes and make obsolete the codes for "specific type unknown"
under each of the three projection classes.) There has been some discussion about
the addition of the "other specific" designations, as it is frequently the case that
if the name of the projection is known and it is not one of the projections for which
a specific code is provided it will often not be possible to determine which
projection class it belongs to. Another problem is that a given projection may have
more than one name.
Finally, a proposal calling for additional codes in the 007 field, positions
and the fixed field position 25 was postponed because further information
needed.

4 and 6
is

IMARC is the new designation for the harmonized version of the MARC format.
One concern about MARC format alignment as it pertains to cartographic materials
is that atlases have not been included. A problem from the Canadian perspective is
base line 17(4): 7
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that atlases are cataloged by the National Library of Canada, while maps are
catalogued at the National Archives of Canada. Should Canadian atlases be
transferred to the National Archives? OCLC doesn't get map records from the
NAC. The possibility of the National Archives of Canada contributing these
records to OCLe should be investigated. The Committee feels that atlases should
be included in the harmonization of the MARC format.
Proposal 96-7: Changes to FTP File Label Specifications for Electronic Files of
USMARC records. The changes suggested are minor and come from a European
group interested in sharing records via FTP. It was approved.
Discussion Paper 96: Defining a Uniform Resource Name Field in the USMARC
Bibliographic Format. Uniform Resource Names, or URNs, are used to identify
Internet resources in a way that is independent of their locations. As a result URNs
are less changeable than URLs. Further discussion will take place on this issue.
Discussion
USMARC
of the item
discussion

Paper 97: Coding Digital Items in Leadcr/06 (Type of Record) in the
Bibliographic Format. The focus of the paper is to code for the content
rather than the physical format in byte 6 of the leader. Further
will also take place 011 this paper.

Concerns were expressed that requests for input on the issues that have been
brought before MAREI this year that were sent out on Maps-L received little
response. Is the map cataloging community waiting for the Library of Congress to
act? LC will likely have little or nothing to say about some of these issues since,
for example, they do not have an aerial photo collection. It was suggested that the
committee needs to encourage map catalogers to give their views on the important
issues currently being discussed. Maps-L and base line are two important forums
for trying to accomplish that goal. So, on behalf of the Committee, tins editor
encourages those with an interest in map cataloging to let their ideas be known
about proposals or discussion papers that relate to the cataloging of maps. Ishould
mention at this point that the text ofMARBI documents is available online on the
MARC home page at http://www.loc.gov/marc/underMARC
Advisory
Committee.
Next on the agenda were theCC:DA and AACCCM reports, delivered by Betsy
Mangan, and the LC report, given by Barbara Story and Elizabeth Mangan. These
reports will be summarized in the October edition of this column.
The last two
items on the agenda were the DCLC report and a discussion on the cataloging of
digital cartographic items. The last agenda item was postponed due to a lack of
time.
OCLC report. Ellen Caplan gave a brief report on quality control activities
OCLC. Implementation of'Format Integration, Phase 2 (FI2) took place as
base line 17(4): 8
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scheduled in March 1996. There were no major problems. Work was recently
completed on the second edition of Bibliographic Formats and Standards.
Distribution to libraries will be completed by the end of July 1996.
Scans for FI2 are still in progress. Several scans were run in March and April on
various Type ofDatelPublication
Status (DtSt) and Dates combinations for
unknown dates. (Scans have not been run on Dt8t "q.") These affect all formats.
Some scans were also run on serials in the Computer files format. Summaries of
these, and all scans run during FY95196, can be found on DCLC's homepage
(www.oclc.org) in Bits & Pieces under News (nos. 188 and 193). In all, 1.9
million records were corrected or converted by database scan in this past fiscal

year.
Atlas records have not yet been converted by scan, but OeLC has manually
converted about 40 records through user request. Scans to convert member and LC
records are almost ready to run. However, there are still a few issues to be
worked out. Ellen indicated that she would send out information on the status of the
atlas scans through PRISM News, Bits & Pieces and Maps-L. There may be
hundreds of member records which will not be retrieved or converted by the scans.
These will be corrected manually by DeLe staff if reported by users.
OCLe intends to convert most of the AMC format records to type "1", but due to
some concerns of archivists, this is currently on hold.
In Spring 1996, OCLC accepted the New Mexico Institute of Mining and
Technology as an Enhance library for Maps format. This library is using Enhance
in a 2-year retrospective conversion project of its government document maps.
DCLC staff in OLUC Database Management (ODM) continue to correct and
upgrade records in the Online Union Catalog. In FY95/96 staff corrected about 1.5
million records. In addition to quality control activities, OOM staff also spend
time on projects' related to loading records or holdings via batch processes.
[The
OeLC report is reproduced, with a few changes and additions, from the text
submitted via e-mail after the conference by Ellen Caplan. My thanks to Ellen for
summarizing her report.]
~~Mark Crotteau
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NEW BOOKS AND ATLASES
Bames,

John W. Basic Gealogical Mapping.
$21.95 ISBN 0-471-96031-4.

3ded. New York: Wiley, 1995.

Bailey, Trevor C. Interactive Spatial Data Analysis. New York: Wiley, 1995.
$54.95Pb (book and CD-ROM) ISBN 0-23502-0.
.
Bernhardsen,

Tor. Geographic In/ormation

$29.95Pb

Systems. New York: Wiley, 1996.

ISBN 0-470-23611-6.

Chrisman, Nicolas. Exploring Geographic Information Systems.
Wiley, 1996. $47.95 ISBN 1-10842-1.

New York:

Editing Early and Historical Atlases. Ed. Joan Winearls. Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1996. $39.95 ISBN 0-8020-0623-X.

Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc. Getting to Know ArcView: The
Geographic Information System (GIS) for Everyone Book New York:
Wiley, 1996. $49.95Pb (book and CD-ROM) ISBN 0-470-23609-4.
Harvey,

P. D. A. Moppa Mundi: The Hereford World Map. Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1996. $40.00Hb ISBN 0-8020-0985-9; $19.95Pb ISBN
0-8020-7945-8.

Haywood, John. The Penguin Historical Alias of the Vikings. New York:
Penguin, 1995. $27.95Hb ISBN 0-670-86463-3; $16.95Pb 0- I 4-051328-0.
Hutchinson, Scott and Larry Daniels. Inside Arc View. Santa Fe, NM: Onward
Press, 1995. $39.95Pb (book and CD-ROM) ISBN 1-56690-016-6.
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. Library a/Congress
Geography and Maps: An J/Iustrated Guide. Compo Ralph E. Ehrenberg.
Washington, DC: Library of Congress, 1995. $22.00. Available from US
GPO Supt. ofDocs. GPO stock #030-001-00161-0.
McDonnell,

Rachel. The International

GIS Dictionary. New York: Wiley, 1996.

$18.95Pb ISBN 0-470-23607-8.

Place Names

0/ Alberta.

4 vols. Vancouver, B.C.: University of Calgary Press,

1991-96.
v.l: Mountains, Parks and Foothills. 1991. $29.95 ISBN 0-019813-73-9.
v.2: Southern Alberta. 1992. $18.95 ISBN 0-91981 3-95-X.
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v.3: Central Alberta. 1994. $29.95 ISBN 1-895176-44-1.
vA: Northern Alberta. 1996. $29.95 ISBN 1-89517659-X.

Scarre, Chris. The Penguin Historical Atlas of Ancient Rome. New York:
Penguin,

1995. $27.95Hb ISBN 0-670-86464-1;

$16.95Pb ISBN 0-14-

051329-9.
Walford, N. Geographicol DataAnalysis.

New York: Wiley, 1995. $59.95(Pb)

ISBN 1-94162-X.
A. and John Margolies. Hilling the Road: TheArt of the
American Roadmap. San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 1996. $18.95 ISBN

Yorke, Douglas

0-8II-81015-!.
--Anita Oser

CARTOGRAPHIC USERS ADVISORY
COUNCIL (CUAC)
As my three year term as a MAGERT representative to the Cartographic Users
Advisory Council (CUAC) comes to an end, I'd like to make a few observations
beyond the official CUAC minutes which appear in this issue. As the minutes state,
the CUAC met in Washington, DC, on May 9-1 0,1996. CUAC is a working

group

of representatives from six organizations whose mission is to work with map
producing agencies and the Government Printing Office forthe inclusion of
cartographic materials and datain the Federal Depository Library Program. The
member organizations are: the American Library Association Map and Geography
Round Table (ALNMAGERT);
the American Library Association Government
Documents Roundtable (ALA/GODOR T); the Geoscience Information Society
(GIS); the Special Library Association Geography and Map Division (SLNG&M);
the Western Association of Map Libraries (WAML); and the North American
Cartographic Information Society (NACIS). CUAC representatives monitor the

activities of federal agencies which produce or use spatial data and act as a conduit
for questions and concerns.
The meeting was more than agency presentations, questions and answers. Prior to
the May CUAC meeting, the FederalDepository Library Program had announced
guidelines for public access work stations in Federal Depository Libraries. CUAC
representatives felt that the new guidelines did not address the hardware and
software demands of electronic spatial data. In the course of the Washington
meeting, and immediately

following, CUAC members prepared guidelines

to meet

the increased hardware and software requirements necessary to utilize some of the
base line 17(4): II

spatial data now being distributed through the Federal Depository Library Program.
CUAC's recommendations
have been published in Administrative Notes, the
Federal Depository Library Program's newsletter, as "Spatial Data Supplement to
Reconunended Minimum Specifications for Public Access Work Stations in
Federal Depository Libraries" (Administrative Notes v.17-#08-06/15/96),
and
follow this article.
I am glad to have had the opportunity to serve as a CUAC representative. The
movement of so much federal information to the world wide web makes this an
interesting time for users of spatial data. I believe that CUAC and other user
groups can make a brighter future for spatial data users through their efforts.
MAGERThas two representatives in CUAC: Denise Stephens (University of
Virginia), who attended the May meeting, and Mark Thomas (Duke University).
Ms. Stephens is primarily concerned with Defense Mapping Agency products. Mr.
Thomas has inherited my duties with the Bureau of the Census, as well as the Fish
and Wildlife Service. Let's send them our thoughts and questions about federal
spatial data, as well as our best wishes in their work representing MAGERT
members!

John A. Stevenson
University of Delaware

Library

(Editor's note: Due to technical difficulty the CUAC minutes were not received.
They will appear in the next issue of base line. Our apologies to JOM.)
The following text is from Administrative Notes, v. 17, no.08, p.14-15 (June 15,
1996)
(It is also available at gopber:/Iuna.hh.lib.umich.edu:70/00/socsci/poliscilawl
godortlgpo/1996/170896/an
1708,
or, for a less complicated address, go through the menus at http://
www.lib.umich.edullibhome!Documents.center/doclibs.html#fed.
the University
Michigan's Government Documents Librarianship page. Eds.)

of

SPATlALDATASUPPLEMENTTORECOMMENDEDMlNIMUM
SPECIFICA nONS FOR PUBLIC ACCESS WORK STATIONS IN FEDERAL
DEPOSITORYLIBRARJES
In the May 15, 1996 issue of Administrative Notes the Library Programs Service
(LPS) published the "Recommended Minimum Specifications for Public Access
Work Stations in Federal Depository Libraries."
Those specifications are intended
to assist depository librarians who are planning purchases of new personal
computers (PCS) for public use in Federal depository libraries, and should be
adequate for most general FDLP electronic products.
base line 17(4): 12

However, as noted in that article, we were advised that work stations which
conform to those minimum specifications may not be adequate for electronic spatial
data, to run geographic information system (GIS) software, or to print maps from
electronic sources. The Cartographic Users Advisory Council (CUAC) has
assisted LPS in the development of this supplemental set of specifications which
support spatial data applications.
AI! of the caveats concerning work stations and
software expressed in the May 15,1996 article also apply to depository libraries
which elect to serve the public with electronic spatial data.
Minimum Work Station Configuration

[or Spatial Data

Computer
IBM·compatible Pentium chip computer operating at 100 MHZ or higher memory
32 megabytes (Mb) of RAM
Hard Disk Drive
2 gigabytes (Gb) capacity with access to additional
time; IDE or SCSI interface

storage;

12 ms or less access

Floppy Disk
3.5" high density drive. Consider a 5.25" drive if you have a collection of5.25"
diskettes that have not yet been converted to 3.5".
Expansion
Three free expansion bus board slots; 1 or more additional hard drive bay(s)
desirable; 2 serial ports and 1 parallel port. Consider Enhanced Parallel Port or
other high speed printing connection.
Monitor
21" monitor. Super VGA (SYGA) compatible, with at least 70Mhz vertical refresh
rate at I024x768 resolution non-interlaced, 0.28 or smaller dot pitch; display card
which supports 1024x768 resolution at 70Mhz or faster. 4 Mb video RAM.
CD-ROM Drive
For stand-alone use, single or multiple platter drive (ISO 9660 standard). 300 K/
byte per second transfer rate, quadruple (4X) speed support. CD-ROM X support.
Printer
Color ink jet plotter, 36", 300 dpi, 68 Mb or more memory,
comparable networked printer.
Pointing Device
Microsoft-compatible
Microsoft Windows.

or access to a

mouse or similar pointing device to support programs and
base line 17(4):
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Network Connection
Direct Internet or SLIPIPPP connection.

OR

Modem 28.8 kbps data transfer rate, meeting V.32, V.42, V.42bis or MNP 5

standardsand compatible with Hayes "AT" command set.
OperatingSystem
Microsoft Windows 3.1 or later(requires MS-DOS 3.3 or higher). Device driver
for CD·ROM drive and MS· DOS CD·ROM extensions.

Communications
Package which supports multiple file transfer protocols; several terminal
emulations such as ANSI·BBS, TrY, VT·!OO. Data transferrates up to 28.8 kbps.

SupportsHayes "AT" compatible modems; manages teinet sessions. Consider
ability to "script" log-on files.
Client Software
World Wide Web graphical browser with forrns support.

ANSI 239.50

compatible, GILS-aware WAIS client. Consider EINet WinWais customized for
GPO Access.

Viewers
PDF file viewer.

GIF, GEOTlFF, TIFF, and JPEG graphics viewers.

Applications Software Options
Database
dBASE file format compatible or dBASE and ASCII comma delimited file

importingdatabase management software; useful to have fixed field format (SDF)
importability.
Spreadsheet
Lotus. WK.l file format compatible software; support for otherformats such as
Excel and Quattro Pro.
WordProcessing
Software capable ofimporting majortext file formats (Microsoft Word,
WordPerfect, Multimate,

etc.) and ASCII text files.

Viewing Software
Viewing software for raster data,such as Photo Shop or PrintShop.
Mapping Software

Datamanipulation package, such as ArcView 2.1 or higher, Landview, Maplnfo, or
othersimilar packages.
baseline 17(4): 14

NEW MAGERT MEMBERS
John M. Anderson
Baton Rouge, LA

Ronald C. Jantz
Lincroft, NJ

Cythia A. Benson
Veradale, WA

David B. Huizingh
Tempe,AZ

--Steve Rogers

NEWS FROM THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
COLLECTIONS
The Library of Congress

PUBLISHES GUIDE TO GEOGRAPHY AND MAP

has recently published a lavishly

illustrated guide to its

cartographic collections, consisting of 4.25 million maps, 53,000 atlases, 300
globes, and other geographic materials. Titled Library of Congress Geography
and Maps: An Illustrated Guide, the 84-page guide was written by specialists in
the Geography and Map Division.
In the introduction, Ralph E. Ehrenberg outlines the division's history since 1800,
including the formation oftwo support groups in 1995, the Philip Lee Phillips
Society and the Center for Geographic Information. The guide has color
illustrations and the text describes the more than 100 special collections, including
the archives of a selection of 19th and mid-20th century cartographers. An outline
of the maps in the general collection and a description of samples of globes and
terrain models are included. The guide also mentions the latest advances in
cartographic technology.

Library of Congress Geography and Maps is available
purchased from the Library

for $22. It can be
Sales Shop in the James Madison Building, 101

Independence A venue S.B., or directly from the U.S. Government Printing Office,
Superintendent of Documents , P.O. Box 371954, Pittsburgh,
When ordering, please cite stock number 030-001-00161-0.
taken at 202/783-3238 and fax orders at 202/512-2250.

PA 15250-7954.
Credit card orders are

--LC press release
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GREAT MOMENTS IN MAP LffiRARlANSHll'
HEY BOSS! THE 'FREE MAPS' BOX IS OVERFLOWIN
WITHOLD GOVT. MAPS AND a;ARTS,
=".,....--;:;= ...
CAN I TAKE THEM TO THE RECYCLE BIN?

==~

l

i

'
l

[OK, THEN, LET'S MAIL THEM TO OTHER LIBRARIES)
NOPE, NOPE, NOPE ... SO MANY OTHR LIBRARIES
HAVE ALREADY DONETHAT THIS SUMMER.
WE NEED TO COME UP WITH SOMETHING MORE CREATIVE ·.. 1

==

'"
,
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WE COULD HAVE A PAPER AIRPLANE CONTEST
WITH THE AERONAUTICAL CHARTS! ...

A REGATTA WITH THE NAUTICAL CHARTS! .

~I

\Y/
OR, HOW ABOUT HATS FOR THE STAFF?

baseline 17(4): 17

INDEX TO THE
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
"G" SCHEDULE
A Map and Atlas Classification

Aid

by
Alberta Auringer

Wood

James A. Coombs

MAP AND GEOGRAPHY ROUND TABLE

OF THE
AMERICAN

LIBRARY

AsSOCIATION

1996
ISBN: 0-8389-7821-5
$25.00
Checks payable to MAGERT. Price includes postage and handling.
Order from: Jim Coombs, MAGERT Distribution Manager,
Maps, Library, Southwest Missouri State University, 901 S. National
#175,
Springfield, MO 65804-0095. voice: 417/836-4534 fax: 417/836-6799
e-mail: jac324f@vma.smsu.edu

baseline 17(4): 18

MAP AND GEOGRAPHY ROUNDTABLE
PUBLICATIONS
Guide to U.S.Map Resources
2nd edition, 1990
Available from

ISBN 0-8389-0547-1

$65.00

The American Library Association
50 East Huron Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

The WestIndies and Florida to 1900: an Annotated Carlo-bibliography
1995

$25.00

ISBN: 0-8389-7822-3

Occasional PaDer Series

No.1 Exploration and Mapping of the American West,Selected Essays
1986

$20.00

ISBN 0-932757-01-4

No.2 Guide to Historical Map Resources for Greater NewYork
1988

$15.00

No.3 Mapping the Transmississippi West, 1540-1861:
Cartobibliography
1991

$35.00

No.4 The Mapping of the National Parks
1992

$40.00

Circular
No.1 Cartographic Citations-AStyle
1991

Guide

$10.00

No.2 Index to the Library of Congress "G" Schedule -AMap and Atlas
Classification Aid
1996
Available from

$25.00
Jim Coombs
Maps, Library
Southwest Missouri State University
901 S. National, Box 175
Springfield, MO 65804-0095
baseline 17(4): 19

